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Envelope and instantaneous pha s e of a real s lgnal are two concepts mainly 
asso c i.ated wlth modulation systems. In this paper is shown how envelope and 
lnstantaneous phase can be applied in coding systems. In particular , the envelope of 
t he residual provides informatton ahnut pitch ilnd energy of the signal and can be 
userl to properly codify it. A parametric version of the envelope is taken from the 
res ldual of a s ignal and this i.nformat ion ls used ln two d i.ffe rent coders: an APC 
corler anda stochastlcally excited coder . In APC coder the residual envelope i.s 
used to quant lze the predict ion error providing step s ize and dynamlc bU 
assignment .information. In stochastically excitec! coders, the input to the 
synthesls filter is composecl by the _product of the parametric envelope of the 
residual mult ip lied by an instantaneous phase taken from a codebook of random 
phases . 

INTRODUCTION 

The characterization of the prediction 
error in spe ech coding is important to get a 
good synthetic speech quality. In waveform 
coders, as ADPO! /1/ , the prediction error is 
quantized and send to the · receiver. In this 
case, a priori estimation of the waveform of 
the pred ict ion error is useful to quant ize it 
pro pe rly . 

Stochastically excited coders /2/, by the 
other hand, represents speec h by means of a 
time varying filter excited by a Gaussian 
sequence. A time varying filter is built using 
a short delay f ilter which provides the 
fonnants st ructure and a long delay filter, 
(pitch filter),which provides the fine 
structure for the spectrum. Excitation 
s e quence is selected from a codebook of white 
Gaussian sequences by minimizing a perceptual 
error measurement . 

Long del ay f il ter is useful in vo iced 
regions bu t during unvoiced regions has small 
effect . Therefore it is useful to have a 
function which preserves pUch and temporal 
energy evolution of the residual in order to 
keep pitch informa tion in voiced regions and 
energy evolution in all kind of r egions. 

Some efforts have been made in this sense 
a·s the system Vector Quantized Multipulse 
Coder VQMP /3/ , This coder uses a model where 
a short delay filter i s excited by a signal 
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obtained from a codebook of multipulse like 
sequences , that is , only few values of these 
sequences are different from zero. Each 
sequence is mul t i p l ied by a polynomial 
weighting f unction whose coeffici.ents are 
estimated i n order to mlnimlze a quadratic 
error between the prediction error and the 
funct ion itself. This funct ion is calculated 
every 5ms and discontinuities between frames 
affects the qual ity of the synthesized signal. 

T re envelope of t he residual s ignal, is an 
associated function which preserves the a bove 
ment ioned time evolut ion features of the 
residual: pitch and ene~gy . This function 
possesses another important advantage: the 
positive character of the envelope allows to 
obta in a pa ramet ric vers ion of the en velo pe, 
with a considerable data reduction in its 
representat ion. 

In this paper tl-e infonnation of the 
envelope is used in two different applications 
in speech coding. First, is presented how the 
e nvel ope of the residual can help to quantize 
properly the prediction error in an ADPCM 
system. Energy information derived from the 
envelope are used to control the step size of 
the quantizer and to assign bits dynamically. 
Second, the envelope of the residual is 
applied in a low bit rate coding system where 
a time varying filter (short delay filter) is 
excited by a signal composed by a parametric 
version of the envelope of the residual, 
mult ipl ied by the cos ine of an instantaneous 
phase. lnstantaneous phase is chosen f rom a 
codebook in an analys is by synt hes is loop in 
o rde r to min imize a pe rcept ual we ight ing 
error. 










